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Author Helena Lehman’s
Biographical Sketch
Messianic Bible scholar, historian, and astronomer Helena
Lehman is the author of, and artist for the non-fiction Language of
God book series, and the upcoming fictional Pillar of Enoch Trilogy.
She is an avid student of the Bible and ancient history, and an expert
on the connection between the Bible, the Gospel in the Stars, the
Desert Tabernacle, and the Great Pyramid. Her writings explore the
ancient and divine roots of the Star Gospel, and their place as the
cornerstone of the Language of God - a divine allegorical language of
parables and symbols that permeates every book of the Bible, and all
Creation.

Author Helena Lehman

Helena’s premiere work is the four-volume Language of God Book Series, which reflects her
respect for orthodox Theology, yet challenges many traditional views of the past. It offers
compelling evidence about what our righteous ancestors actually knew and believed, and how they
perceived God - in light of their advanced knowledge of their world, and the Universe that God
created for them. The allegorical Language of God, and the spiritual messages that God has hidden
in all biblical symbols, rituals, and the heavenly symbols in the Zodiac ties the separate topics
covered in each book together, and offers a feast of new ideas for every inquiring mind.
Helena has spent many years in intense research, and has a
solid background in Evangelical and Messianic Theology. She is a
self-made scholar in diverse areas such as ancient history,
astronomy, comparative religion, and theology - where she writes on
apologetics, eschatology, exegesis, and hermeneutics. Helena
continually prays for opportunities to show the True Church that her
views on the Star Gospel are biblically sound, and not related to
occultic Astrology, but to Pre and Post-Flood Sethite Astronomy,
which has a far different, godly spiritual foundation and message.
She has many writing projects underway, and is available to speak at
special events. For further information about Helena, her writing and
speaking endeavors, or to purchase her books, visit her web site at
http://pillar-of-enoch.com/, or write her at helena@pillar-ofenoch.com.
Helena currently lives with her husband Steve, and daughter
Miranda in the Chicago area. Steve and Helena were once childhood
sweethearts, and despite thirty years of separation, they never forgot
each other. When Steve found her again in 2002, Helena found an
unbounded faith in miracles - a faith she holds fast to with joy as she awaits Yahshua’s return.

